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"He did not want the apple for the apple’s sake,
he wanted it only because it was forbidden.
The mistake was in not forbidding the serpent;
then he would have eaten the serpent."
 Mark Twain (Pudd'nhead Wilson, 1894)
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Feel free to contact me, but only with legal content/text.

Preamble
This lawful, static2 document contains only text and links; no images. The external
links go exclusively to lawful, surface web pages.3
Sufficient access to factual and relevant information facilitates the reciprocity between
the fundamental human right to freedom of speech  more generally, expression  and
free opinion formation.4 In certain contexts, whether information is relevant is
subjective. Almost no one is legally allowed to watch child pornography, certainly not
in the Western world. We plebs are expected to go by what 'professionals' and the elite,
such as former US Attorney General Gonzales,5 tell us about it.
It's timeconsuming for curious free thinkers to lawfully obtain factual information
about even the most widely circulated child pornographic material. The Child Victim
Identification Program, maintained by the US DOJ and NCMEC, is a central
repository that tracks children that appear in child pornography and that have been
identified.6 The NCMEC does not publicly disclose the series names  that are "used by
both perpetrators and law enforcement"7  of child pornography.8 In Canada, a court
ordered ban9 even disallows Rehtaeh Parsons' name from being used in a derogatory
manner.10
Supposedly, child pornography is becoming more extreme.11 Can skeptical commoners
verify this and other claims about child pornography, considering not just the material
but even the series names are hidden from us? This document provides factual
information about one aspect of child pornographic material: the bestknown child
porn kids. By itself, it paints a distorted picture, because these notorious cases are
outliers, and reality can only be disclosed by looking at the full picture and not just the
extremes. But it's a start. It's another means for curious people to learn more about
the world they live in. Information wants to be free.
"Bestknown" is, of course, a relative notion. It is also a snapshot, because what is well
known today may be forgotten tomorrow. While the children listed in this document
have been picked subjectively based on estimations of the notoriety of  and statistics
related to  the series they appear in, their relative notoriety has been well established
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in various reliable sources,12 some of which can be found as inline references in this
document.
It makes sense that you're reading this text, regardless your views on child
pornography. Humans are curious13 14 and a socalled "curiosity gap"15 16 exists for this
topic. (Presenter Nick Ross made some related remarks.17) Some of you may be on a(n
excessive?) quest for novelty.18 19 20
Full disclosure: I am primarily  but not exclusively  attracted to prepubescent girls, 21
have reported child pornography once,22 have acquaintances who have been convicted
of possessing child pornography, was cofounder and board member of the nowdefunct
political party PNVD that advocated the legalization of private possession of child
pornography,23 24 and I have seen lots of child pornography. (In my country, the
Netherlands, accessing it was legal before 2010.25)
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Introduction
What is categorized as child pornography has changed over time. Nowadays, even so
called "nonude" or "nonnude" material (and nudity, LSStudio 26) can constitute child
erotica, such as material that was distributed by Webe Web, 27 28 depending on its
character (e.g. 'unnatural' pose) and context.29 30 (Related is the Dost test.) Some of
these children are well known, such as Inna (PTL Models), Laura B (CandyDoll),
Richie (NewStar) and Sandra (AMS Modeling). The cover of Scorpions' "Virgin Killer"
caused controversy.31 32 So did material with Traci Lords, who had lied about her age.33
There are videos with child dolls (Mom Natasha; smaller Makepure; Trottla 34),
twerking children,35 and so on. Not to mention all the adult pornography with youthful
looking actresses, such as METArt's Top Star series of Milena D; Little Lupe and
Teen Topanga. And drawn pornography depicting minors, such as certain Lolicon and
Shotacon.
Many wellknown child porn kids exist besides those listed in this document, such as
BabyJ (a.k.a. RCA36 37),38 39 Cbaby,40 41 Cookie,42 Dee & Desi,43 Inga (Kindergarten),44 45

26 "Police Shut Ukraine Model Agency in Porn Crackdown". 28 July 2004. Reuters.
27 "Vice President of Florida Corporation Pleads Guilty to 16 Counts of Transporting Child Pornography". 15
September 2010. US DOJ.
28 Several legal videos exist in which former models - Dori and Tori; Lily and Sandi - speak positively of
photographer Jeff Pierson.
29 "Aanwijzing kinderpornografie". (Dutch). 1 May 2016. Overheid.nl.
30 Titze, Maria & Welling, Angie (7 May 2001). "Utah's ugly secret". Deseret News.
31 Rogers, Georgie (8 December 2008). "Scorpions censored". BBC Online.
32 Zips, Martin (11 December 2008). "Die böse Blöße". (German). Süddeutsche Zeitung.
33 Palermo, Dave (18 July 1986). "Sex Films Pulled; Star Allegedly Too Young". Los Angeles Times.
34 Morin, Roc (11 January 2016). "Can Child Dolls Keep Pedophiles from Offending?". The Atlantic.
35 Public video-sharing websites host many such videos, e.g. "Tarsila dançando kika. No caucanha", "TheLagoona
VSmistery ; Танец под песню Джентельмен PSY".
36 Gurr, Stephen (4 August 2009). "Finding victims, perpetrators of child porn a challenge". Gainesville Times.
37 Howard, Marcus E. (1 February 2010). "Child porn task force arrests 44". Marietta Daily Journal.
38 "Mark Andrew Assousa v. State of Texas". 21 May 2009. Justia.
39 Quinn, Rose (18 September 2010). "Collingdale man busted on child-porn raps". Delaware County Daily Times.
40 "Federal Judge Convicts Former Austin Man of Producing Child Pornography". 8 February 2011. FBI.
41 Kreytak, Steven (8 February 2011). "Former Austin man guilty in child porn case". Austin American-Statesman.
42 McKim, Jenifer B. (29 July 2012). "Led by an innocent into a web of evil". The Boston Globe. p. 5.
43 Comp, Nathan J. (23 June 2011). "Letters from the edge: Rajib Mitra cried out in despair before dying in Dane
County jail". Isthmus.
44 "USA v. Jack Groenendal". 22 May 2008. Westlaw.
45 Jenkins, Philip (2001). "Beyond Tolerance: Child Pornography on the Internet". p. 104. Also: Jenkins, Philip (1
January 2009). "Failure To Launch: Why Do Some Social Issues Fail to Detonate Moral Panics?". The British
Journal of Criminology v49, i1; Oxford University Press.

Jen,46 47 48 Sarah,49 50 those in material by Falko,51 Carl Philip Herold,52 Color Climax,53
series DKNY/YKND,54 and so on. In some cases the names of series and their children
are so generic (e.g. HMM, April, Sugar) that information about them becomes more
difficult to find. However, none of these children are as well known as the eight listed 
alphabetically  in the next chapter.

46 Palta, Rina (3 January 2013). "ICE: Hundreds arrested - including several in California - in child pornography
probe". KPCC.
47 Villacorte, Christina (3 January 2013). "North Hills woman arrested hours after photos of child-pornography
suspects are released". The Mercury News.
48 Kim, Victoria (5 January 2013). "But where's the girl?". Los Angeles Times.
49 O’Neill, Madeleine (25 December 2016). "Former Allegheny professor sued over child pornography". Erie TimesNews.
50 "USA v. Edward Anchak". 2 February 2017. Leagle.
51 Høydal, Håkon F. (1 October 2015). "The Downloaders". Verdens Gang.
52 Goldstein, Sasha (16 December 2013). "Alabama man raped, videotaped his son with other man in interstate child
porn ring: prosecutors". New York Daily News.
53 Nowadays, some photos of their most well-known actresses, such as Anna Marek and Tove Jensen, might constitute
child pornography.
54 Dolak, Kevin (30 May 2013). "Mother of Sex Abuse Victims Accuses 250+ of Pedophilia in Suit". ABC News.

The Children
Adam
In 2005, Adam (an alias used by Four Corners55) was bought for $8,000 by Australian
Peter Truong and American Mark Newton.55 According to US prosecutors, child
pornography shows that Adam's sexual awareness at 22 months of age "rivals that of
an adult".56 When Adam was between ages two and six, Truong and Newton allowed
other adults to engage in sexual activity with their adopted son, 57 flying across the
world with him  30 countries in six years  for that purpose.58 Some of the child
pornography, that shows Adam with a henna tattoo and a mole, matched family shots
obtained by Queensland Police.59 After police discovered child pornography of Adam
with two Americans, Truong and Newton pleaded guilty and were sentenced to 30 and
40 years in prison, respectively.59

Andy
In 2004, Andy (an alias60) enrolled in a mentoring program at age seven.61 His mentor,
Antonio "Tony" Cardenas, had sex with Andy61 from about 200662 until 2009.61 The
child pornography that Cardenas created with Andy is "among the most popularly
traded" in the world,63 and "one of world's most infamous".61 The material shows oral
sex, masturbation and anal penetration of the child.64 Andy is also known as
SpongeBob; one of the videos features Andy on a blanket bearing an image of the
cartoon character.62 Cardenas, who had fled from the US to Mexico, was lured back
and convicted to 35 years in prison.65

55 Back, Alexandra (10 March 2014). "Paedophile Peter Truong says he 'misses his son'". The Sydney Morning
Herald.
56 "Baby boy bought for $8000 for sex had adult sexual awareness by 22 months". 4 December 2013. The CourierMail.
57 Carson, Vanda (26 November 2014). "Pedophiles Truong and Newton let childcare centre manager Daniel Maher
live with them and sexually exploited ‘adopted’ son". The Courier-Mail.
58 Dean, Lewis (14 March 2014). "Paedophile Peter Truong 'Misses' Son He Bought for $8,000 to be Abused".
International Business Times.
59 Meldrum-Hanna, Caro & Masters, Deb (10 March 2014). "Boy with henna tattoo: How Australian Peter Truong
groomed son to be exploited by global paedophile network". ABC Online.
60 "Brief of “Vicky” and “Andy” as Amici Curiae in Support of Respondent Amy Unknown". (PDF). 20 November
2013. American Bar Association. p. 1.
61 Sinmaz, Emine (25 June 2012). "Antonio Cardenas case: FBI agent tracked down a paedophile who abused boys including his nephews". Mail Online.
62 "Brief of “Vicky” and “Andy” as Amici Curiae in Support of Respondent Amy Unknown". (PDF). 20 November
2013. American Bar Association. p. 3.
63 Adams, Brooke (24 June 2012). "For FBI agent, luck and dedication cracked child porn case". The Salt Lake
Tribune.
64 "USA v. C.R.". (PDF). 16 May 2011. Courthouse News Service. p. 29.
65 Ortiz, Erik (25 June 2012). "Wanted pedophile captured after FBI tricks him to attend child’s party". New York
Daily News.

Daisy
Australian Matthew "Lux" Graham has admitted to obtaining a fourpart video called
"Daisy's Destruction" (or: "Destruction of Daisy"66), to try and build an audience for his
websites devoted to torturing and abusing children.67 The "hurtcore" and "sexual
torture" video68 depicts a "range of sexual acts" and "whipping". 69 It became "a sort of
urban legend".70 In the "shocking piece of child pornography",69 18monthold (or: one
yearold66 or fouryearold68) girl Daisy is sexually assaulted  with hot wax and a belt 66
 while tied upside down by her feet.71 She "begins smiling [...] and ends a wailing
physical wreck".67 Arrested and suspected of creating the video are Australian Peter
Gerard Scully  a father of two72 and businessman71  and one of his Philippine
girlfriends, Liezyl CastañaMargallo (aliases Shannon and Gina Carpio)73  a former
child prostitute.70 Philippine authorities suspect Scully is still masterminding a
pornography operation from his cell.74 This case is recent and ongoing.

Masha
In 1998, fiveyearold Masha Allen (Маша Аллен75) was adopted from Russia by
Matthew "Michael" Alan Mancuso76 77  a wealthy businessman.76 The next five years,
Mancuso created child pornography with Masha.76 She became "possibly the most well
known child pornography" child78 by testifying before US Congress and appearing on
Oprah,76 and for being the eponym of "Masha's Law" that is included in the Adam
Walsh Child Protection and Safety Act.79 Masha is also known as "Disney World Girl";
some of the child pornography was created during trips to the entertainment
complex.77 76 In the past, Mancuso had also had sex with his biological daughter. 80 In
66 Holloway, Henry (27 January 2017). "Girl 'kidnapped BABIES to be raped and tortured on £8k-a-view live web
stream'". Daily Star.
67 Dunn, Matthew (20 February 2016). "Matthew Graham: Child abuse, ‘hurtcore’ pornographer shocks judge". News
Corp Australia.
68 Johnston, Chris (14 May 2016). "Lux captured: The simple error that brought down the world's worst hurtcore
paedophile". The Sydney Morning Herald.
69 "Catching a monster: The global manhunt for alleged pedophile Peter Gerard Scully". 16 March 2015.
Nine.com.au.
70 Waugh, Rob (26 September 2016). "What is Daisy’s Destruction? ‘Snuff film’ urban legend actually exists". Metro.
71 Murdoch, Lindsay (20 September 2016). "Death penalty call for accused Australian child sex predator Peter Scully
in Philippines". The Sydney Morning Herald.
72 Sutton, Candace (11 February 2017). "Revealed: Luxury life of woman accused of torture and murder at hands of
depraved paedophile". News.com.au.
73 Mayol, Ador Vincent S. & Padayhag, Michelle Joy L. (29 January 2017). "The secret life of Liezyl Margallo".
Philippine Daily Inquirer.
74 Murdoch, Lindsay (31 January 2017). "Alleged child abuser Peter Scully 'may still be masterminding porn
network'". The Sydney Morning Herald.
75 "Маша из России заставит американских педофилов заплатить". (Russian). 28 August 2013. InoTV (ИноТВ, at
RT).
76 Boyle, Darren (6 July 2016). "Child abuse victim dubbed 'Internet Girl' after Pittsburgh father filmed the attacks".
Mail Online.
77 "Jane Doe v. (various people)". 5 July 2016. FindLaw.
78 "Understanding Child Pornography Charges". 2015. Law Offices of Barton Morris.
79 Kerry, John (2006). "Protecting Children and Families".
80 "Meet Masha". 17 January 2006. Harpo Productions.

2004, Mancuso received a 15year federal jail term, to be followed by several state jail
terms.76 Masha was (re)adopted by Faith Allen.80 81

Misty
Misty and Amy are pseudonyms of the same person.82 As Amy, she is known for her
impact statement,83 and for being one of the eponyms of the "Amy and Vicky Child
Pornography Victim Restitution Improvement Act".84 As Misty, she is "famous"85 for
being in some of the "most widely distributed" 86 and "most popular and readily
available"82 child pornography. Misty's uncle had sex with her from when she was four
until she was nine (in 1998),87 and created child pornography with oral sex, anal
penetration, and masturbation.87 The uncle spent about ten years in prison.88 Amy
became a (multi)millionaire from "restitution" for her "losses" paid by various people
convicted of possessing child pornography she's in.89

Tara
Tennis coach90 James Bartholomew ("Bart"91) Huskey92 created child pornography with
his daughter Tara that became "one of the most indemand" in the world. 93 94 The
material shows acts that include oral sex, masturbation, penetration with objects, and
vaginal and anal sex.64 91 The sexual contact lasted four years (or: 2003 to 200864),
starting when Tara was five.95 American Huskey was arrested in June 200890 and
sentenced to 70 years in prison in March 2009.95 This case is also known for the
extensive sleuthing used to find Huskey.96 90
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case". Rome News-Tribune.
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Tori
From 2004 to 2006, American William Oehne created child pornography with Tori,
starting when she was eight (or: nine97).98 The material is among the "most widely
distributed",99 "most downloaded"97 and "mostviewed" on the Internet.100 Oehne was in
federal custody in March 200998 and has been sentenced to 45 years in prison.99

Vicky
Kylie Freeman, Vicky's real name,101 has publicly talked about the child pornography
that her father created with her. She "willingly appeared" on America's Most
Wanted,102 talked to at least one TV reporter,103 and created multiple websites to share
her story (thesafeproject.com104 and kyliefreeman.com102). She is one of the eponyms of
the "Amy and Vicky Child Pornography Victim Restitution Improvement Act". 84 Her
father, Kenneth "Ken"105 John Freeman, was a computer adviser, bodybuilder ("Mr.
Eastern Washington"105) and reserve deputy.106 The child pornography became "one of
the mostwatched",102 perhaps "the most widely viewed [...] of all time".103 The material
shows Vicky, from age 10,103 dressed like a hooker,104 and includes oral sex,
masturbation, genital penetration and "depictions of bondage". 107 Freeman pleaded
guilty and was sentenced to a 50 year federal sentence for the videos, plus three state
convictions for the sexual contact.103

97 Mayko, Michael P. (19 October 2010). "Child porn distributor pleads guilty". Connecticut Post.
98 "Former Stamford man charged with making porn with 8-year-old". 4 March 2010. The Hour.
99 Howard, Zach (1 June 2011). "Former Conn. man sentenced to 45 years in child pornography case". Reuters.
100 "Former Conn. man gets 45 years for child porn". 1 June 2011. The Bulletin.
101 "California man who downloaded “Vicky” child porn series sentenced to more than 4 years in prison". 26 June
2010. BNO News (at WireUpdate).
102 Morlin, Bill (18 December 2008). "Man who raped daughter agrees to long term". The Spokesman-Review.
103 "Freeman sentenced to 50 years in prison". 26 March 2009. KXLY.
104 Kraemer, Kristin M. (26 March 2009). "Freeman gets 50 years for sexual abuse". Tri-City Herald (at NWsource).
105 "Kenneth Freeman - Fugitive". 24 October 2007. America's Most Wanted.
106 Geranios, Nicholas K. (17 December 2008). "Father pleads guilty to rape, porn charges". Seattle Post-Intelligencer.
107 "USA v. C.R.". (PDF). 16 May 2011. Courthouse News Service. p. 30.

